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Disclaimer:

This preliminary design is provided without liability on the part of Tobermore Concrete Products Limited (Tobermore) to the extent that any such information is 
inaccurate, incorrect or incomplete. 
You are strongly advised NOT to progress with the design contemplated by this preliminary design until a detailed design drawing has been prepared by a qualified 
engineer or architect on the basis of a detailed site survey. If the design contemplated by this preliminary design drawing is constructed on the basis of this preliminary 
design drawing only, this will be entirely at your own risk, and without liability on the part of Tobermore.
Tobermore does not exclude or limit in any way its liability to you where it would be unlawful to do so. This includes liability for death or personal injury caused by our 
negligence and for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation. In all other respects, Tobermore excludes and/or limits its liability to the maximum possible extent permitted 
under applicable law. In no circumstances shall Tobermore be liable to you for any loss of profit, loss of business, business interruption, loss of business opportunity, 
or any indirect or consequential loss or damage whatsoever, arising under or in connection with this preliminary design, even if Tobermore was aware of the possibility 
that such loss or damage might be incurred by you.

Secura Grand Corner Block

Ref: Secura Niche Details Title: Secura Grand External Corner
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External Corner Construction Notes:

The aesthetics of external corners will be enhanced by using Secura corner 
blocks. To facilitate ordering, these are supplied as a pair.

Start construction of walls from the corner block outwards, using left and 
right corner blocks alternatively. Remove the rear nibs on the base course 
blocks.

The corner blocks are longer than the Secura blocks and this combined with 
the corner effect means that action is required to maintain running bond. To 
do this, as you work away from the corner, place a block in a position with 
full running bond, laying further blocks back towards the corner. This will 
leave a space beside the corner block which you should measure and fill 
with a cut block.

Prior to construction please review the installation guidelines available from 
www.tobermore.com
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